Hypothesis: the female excess in cranial neural tube defects reflects an epigenetic drag of the inactivating X chromosome on the molecular mechanisms of neural fold elevation.
Females have long been known to be in excess among cranial neural tube defect (NTD) cases. Up to two thirds of human anencephalics and mouse exencephalics from various genetic causes are female, but the cause of this female excess is unknown. It appears not to be attributable to gonadal hormones, developmental delay in females, or preferential death of affected males. Recent studies of the Trp53 mouse mutant showed that exencephaly susceptibility depends on the presence of two X chromosomes, not the absence of the Y. Over a decade ago, we hypothesized that the relevant difference between female and male mammalian embryos at the time of cranial neural tube closure is the fact that females methylate most of the DNA in the large inactive X chromosome after every cell division, reducing the methylation available for other needs in female cells. Recently, the Whitelaw laboratory identified several proteins in mice (Momme D genes) involved in epigenetic silencing and methylation and shared in the silencing of transgenes, retrotransposons, and the inactive-X, and suggested that the inactive-X acts as a "sink" for epigenetic silencing proteins. The "inactive-X sink" hypothesis can be used to suggest expected changes in sex ratio in cranial NTDs in response to various genetic or environmental alterations. We recommend that observation of sex ratio become a standard component of all NTD studies. We suggest that the female excess among cranial NTDs is an epigenetic phenomenon whose molecular investigation will produce insight into the mechanisms underlying NTDs.